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Broadband Daily
News & Analysis

Cerf Predicts Rising Use Of Geographic Information Via Broadband
By Paul Dykewicz

A key application for mobile users that seems destined to rise is information about the
geographic location of device users or their intended destinations, said Internet pioneer
Vinton "Vint" Cerf, who announced earlier this month that he would leave his technology
leadership post at MCI to become Google's chief Internet evangelist.

Mobile devices are enabling Internet applications and the use of geographic information is
destined to find a niche, Cerf said. Cerf, who co-designed the TCP/IP protocols that were used
to develop the Internet's underlying architecture, offered his forecast during an interview
following his formal remarks as a keynote speaker Wednesday at a day-long Internet
conference in Washington, D.C., sponsored by FirstMile.US, an advocacy group that supports
the development of improved broadband services in the United States.

The users of mobile broadband devices would be able to find the nearest hospital, ATM or
bank, Cerf said. He described the application as "geo-indexing" and predicted that it would
have many practical uses in the future.

Cerf also predicted that consumers increasingly would not require real-time applications,
despite forecasters who believe the opposite. The increasing popularity of TiVo and other
video recording services show that people are enjoying the opportunity to download
broadband content and watch it when they want rather than when it is aired in real-time, he
explained during his presentation.

"Only breaking news and maybe sports need to be broadcasted in real-time," Cerf said. As
long as the capacity for downloading content is available, most of the requirements of
consumers will be met without real-time viewing, he added.

One delivery mechanism of multicasting that should gain increased use is satellite radio,
Cerf said. "Satellite is more likely to be the medium for IP multicasting than terrestrial
radio," predicted Cerf, who added that he was not too optimistic about wireless-based IP
broadcasts.

Upon officially joining Google Oct. 3, Cerf said that he expects to fulfill as role as a
technology "bumble bee" who would visit the company's laboratories and intellectually
challenge employees to solve problems in hopes of developing new applications. There is no
lack of ideas, added Cerf, who said he did not expect to be given responsibility for directly
managing any engineers.

"Google has done a remarkable job of marketing its services for the network," Cerf said. His
role would involve getting into the details of the company's technology developments and
looking for ways to add value to the process, he explained. Among the areas that Cerf said he
might probe are Google's design philosophies, as well as its technology parameters and
assumptions.



One specific area of interest for Cerf is voice-enabled technologies, he said.

"Today's Google searches would not work well in a spoken environment," Cerf said. "There
are places in the world where people are not literate but they can speak."

Google CEO Eric Schmidt, who has known Cerf for roughly 20 years, described him as a
technology visionary when the company announced on Sept. 8 that he would be joining it.
Cerf will help Google build network infrastructure, architectures, systems and standards for
the next generation of Internet applications, according to the announcement.

At MCI, Cerf led the company's technology advancements since 1982, with a break to return
to research at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives from 1986 to 1994. Upon
returning to MCI during 1994, he helped to guide the company's Internet initiatives. With
Robert Kahn, Cerf recently received the ACM's A.M. Turing Award, which is described in
Google's announcement as the "Nobel Prize for computing." Cerf also is working on the
Interplanetary Network, a project of NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab, which intends to extend the
Internet into outer space for planet-to-planet communications.
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Broadband Daily
News & Analysis

Killer App Still Eludes Broadband Industry
By Paul Dykewicz

The elusive search for a killer application that would propel the broadband industry forward
sparked lively discussions about delivering entertainment, educational content, and
healthcare information, but no answers, during the one-day conference held Sept. 14 in
Washington, D.C. by advocacy group FirstMile.US.

No single application has attracted an overwhelming demand from the marketplace.
However, private sector entrepreneurs and public sector officials alike are rolling out new
applications aggressively to seize upon the enhanced capabilities offered by high-speed
broadband.

Entertainment content increasingly aimed at technology-savvy youth is finding the Internet
to be a viable substitute for carriage on traditional television. In some cases, entertainment
content can he offered on the Internet as a core delivery method that is supplemented when
it is aired on local or national television channels.

Dave Yanofsky, director of programming at UthTV, of Redwood City, Calif., said his
organization has turned to broadband as the primary distribution outlet for its youth-
oriented programming. However, it also has aired 12 shows on the UPN channel in San
Francisco and is trying to take its distribution national.

Young people are adopting and using digital media tools as a "new language," he added.

"The reality is the distinction between TV and computers is blurring," Yanofsky said. "Youth
spend more time using computers than watching television."

Broadband also allows the cost-effective online collaboration with other members of a
creative team who may be spread around the world, said Jeff Fino, co-founder of Wild Brain,
a San Francisco-based animation studio that develops and produces content for the global
film, TV, commercials and interactive markets.

"Our biggest client for wireless broadband is Japan," Fino said. The proliferation of cell
phones in Japan has developed an enormous market for mobile broadband content to become
a killer application there, he added.

"Young people are the ultimate broadband consumers, users and hackers," Ken Ikeda,
executive director of Youth Sounds, an Oakland, Calif.-based media and arts organization
that provides youth with opportunities to share their stories through programs in video,
audio and music production. "Young people are adept at technology and they have it in their
hands."



For young people, broadband viewing is just as "legitimate" as television, Ikeda said. In the
San Francisco Bay area, there are plenty of computers and broadband access, even in poor
areas, he added.

Barrett Fox, another speaker on the conference's entertainment panel, is a character
animator who has worked in developing video games and twice has served as the technical
director of startups.

"There is a lot of movement going on in the use of video games for education," Fox said. Rich
content delivered with high-speed broadband can show quality video similar to what one
might expect from a movie, he added.

ESPN, for example, is working to put animated versions of its own announcers in video
games to let them "broadcast live," Fox said.

"Video will be the new document," said Joaquin Alvarado, a faculty member at San Francisco
State University, who moderated the conference's panel discussion about entertainment.
"People will need to be able to deal with it and interact with it."

The Internet will be delivered by a wide variety of means and go to places where people may
not have access to broadband, said Internet pioneer Vinton "Vint" Cerf, another speaker at
the event who is leaving his technology post with MCI to join Google as chief Internet
evangelist.

"Be careful not to only design applications with broadband quality," Cerf said during an
interview after his keynote address. "Build systems that are open sourced at a wide range of
speeds."

As far as reaching young people, the new generation expects to have more control of the
entertainment content that they use, Cerf said. In the past, a movie was not stopped until it
finished airing in real-time but recorded media now allows video to be watched when a user
wants, he added.

Education uses of broadband also are on the ascent but not taking flight as quickly as profit-
generating entertainment content.

"In higher education, big broadband is not an option, it is an imperative," said Steve Corbato,
director of network initiatives and managing director of technology direction and
development at Provo, Utah-based Internet2, a consortium led by 207 universities that works
with industry and government to develop and to deploy advanced network applications and
technologies. Indeed, many potential science applications require that the Internet work
three or four times faster, he added.

One problem in developing education applications is money. Speakers on the education panel
highlighted successful uses of broadband to aid education that included examples in New
York, Ohio and Virginia, but none of those initiatives could be described as a killer
application.

Steve Brand, chief imagination officer at One Cleveland, said his organization obtained
donated fiber in a 17-county area of northeastern Ohio that is used to send broadband
content from museums, art institutes and the world-renowned Cleveland Clinic. One
Cleveland has received cooperation from local cable companies and is in the process of trying
to develop the same supportive relationship with the regional telephone company, he added.



Healthcare also offers another avenue for using broadband to good advantage but it presents
an additional cost when efforts are on the rise to slow spending rather than increase it.

Another impediment is that real-time telemedicine requires "symmetrical broadband," said
Michael Ackerman, a presenter on the healthcare panel who is an assistant director at the
National Library of Medicine in Bethesda, Md. Existing real-time applications include
teaching human anatomy and surgery, as well as showing the condition of a patient to a
doctor in a faraway location to assist with medical care.

Broadband can be used to aid with the delivery of medical assistance to injured soldiers in
war zones, said Gary Gilbert, another member of the healthcare panel who also is chief of the
knowledge engineering group at the Ft. Detrick, Md.-based Telemedicine & Advanced
Technology Research Center (TATRC), a division of the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Materiel Command. Such applications are expected to expand in the future as technology
allows, he added.

Bio-defense distance learning is a major area of interest, said Conrad Clyburn, special
assistant to the director at TATRC. Broadband is used to integrate partnerships between
academia, industry and government, he added.

Medical procedures require ubiquitous, high-quality broadband service, Clyburn said.
Simulated surgeries have been performed via broadband, he added.
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The First Mile Philosophy The time has come for
action
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idea of communities as being at the first
mile of connectivity.
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Our Mission and Vision The Dichotomy of Agendas
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the debate on the power and promise of - But, everyone has
big broadband in the United States their own agenda

* Vision: Every member of the American * Find the common
public has access to big broadband, the points in the agendas
2 1st century pathway to a better overall and make forward

quality of life progress
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An Introduction to FirstMile.US
Susan Estrada, FirstMile.US

Big Broadband? What's that? Primary objectives and
purposes of FirstMile.LUS

There are variety of broadband connection
characteristics that allow great strides in the types of Building market demand for big broadband
applications used- services
- size of the bandwidth
- latency (bottlenecks) - Building public awareness of the importance
- symmetry (same bw in both directions) of big broadband

* It's a sliding scale based on time.
- Most experts agree that we need at least 100 megabits of - Catalyzing a grass-roots legion of big

broadband bandwidth to support the kind of applications we broadband evangelists nationwide
expect in the next five years- Some have even suggested that
one gigablit of bandwidth is essential by 2010-

" Fact: usability studies show a goal of 300 ms response
time for any application but no longer than 1 second.

,X t.0n"enmrc t

How are we going to build -

demand?
* Provide electronic communications via the web to FIrstMile.US

support online collaboration tools such as discussion has adopted a
blogs, resource listings and event locations Web-based

* Host face to face meetings, conferences, seminars and outreach
workshops to educate the general public on big S y
broadband organized by .

stste and our* Provide briefings to help policyrnakers understand the focal w of
impact of their policies on the deployment of big
broadband etertann, - - .

* Build online toolkits for advocacy, community readiness, technology,
and others as needed education and

* Engage in other activities related to educating the public ..
about big broadband issues and concerns -. . .... .

Big Broadband Bill of Rights Planned Activities

* A discussion document meant to help Public Awareness Toolkit
eunderstand the components of - Simple, easy-to-understand strategies for explainingpeople uthe value of big broadband to every member of the

broadband American public

- Pipes Community Building Toolkit

- Applications - 'How To" guides to create a first mile vision in your
community

- Devices Top 50 Contests

- Policyrnakers - Feature top 60-second videos that embody our big
broadband vision
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An Introduction to FirstMile.US
Susan Estrada, FirstMile.US

Sources of Funding Organization

Founding Circle Drive - Ends December 1 California public beneftt organization
- The Founding Circle Drive has key volunteers raise funds through - Curtly ddng on 5013 pap.e k

corporate and individual contributms. Partners and donors are Volunteer-based
recognized In numerous ways for the valuable role they play In the - Board of Directors
organization. We anticipate the drive will cover the slart-up expenses. - Comrn of a group of indi-iduals win deep broadband bealds

Partner Program - Ongoing - hm Balm
- FirstMilejUS Partners stand out from the crowd - and show the world - Steve Cort6

that they are visionaries In the big broadband world. Any organization or - Susan Estrde
indivldual that wants to demonstrate their commitment to the goals of - Deweyn Hendnrobs
FlmtlJ~e.US is encouraged to become our Partner. - Lyrn ttAnoAur

- Becoming a FirstMole,US Partner makes it easy to give and participate - staff
at the same level as your colleagues. - Currenty volunteer

Grants - Ongoing - Susan Estrada, President
- FirstMile.US is pursuing grant opportunities to fund targeted projects as - Concordia Chen, Wemase•r

well es the planned activities listed earlier. - Julie ven Fleet, Govennment Relations

flo trc-1 erwovaa mWu rnto flr•terut . virmt

Next Steps

* Donate
- Invest in the future of big broadband by investing in

FirstMile.US

- Blogs, events, resources, mailing list, web

* Spread the Word
- Tell others about FirstMile.US and big broadband

* Educate
- Create a First Mile vision in your community
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Is Entertainment the Killer App?

The first session of the day was the entertainment panel. The panel was moderated by
Joaquin Alvarado, from the Institute for Next Generation Internet at SFSU
[http://www.ingi.org]. Panelists included Jeff Fino, co-founder, WildBrain; Barrett Fox,
Animator, BarrettFox.com; Ken Ikeda, Executive Director, Youth Sounds; Dave Yanovsky,
Executive Producer, UthTV.

Wild Brain, Inc. [http://www.wildbrain.com] is an award-winning animation studio that
develops and produces content for the global Mlm, TV, commercials, and interactive markets
by using pioneering digital technology along with traditional artistry.

Youth Sounds [http://www.youthsounds.org] is a nationally recognized media and arts
organization dedicated to providing youth with opportunities to share their stories through
programs in video, audio and music production. Founded in the Fall of 2001 by Ken Ikeda,
Youth Sounds began as an after-school drop-in program at McClymonds High School in
Oakland, CA. Since then it has worked with thousands of youth in Bay Area high schools and
public housing sites nationally. Their programs range from introductory lessons in
storytelling and production to advanced and professional employment. They are committed
to providing a comprehensive experience for our youth, from idea- to product- to marketing
and distribution. Youth can transform themselves and the world through the work they've
produced.

UthTV [http://www.uthtv.com] is an outlet for the next generation of storytellers. UthTV
empowers teens to become media producers. With digital video cameras and editing software
so accessible, talented young filmmakers can now be found in every corner of the country.
But instead of having only a handful of people see their work at a school assembly, youth
film festival, or in their families' living room, Uth TV can air the piece on a UPN station and
reach hundreds of thousands of teenage viewers. Originally slated to be a cable channel,
UthTV has found its niche as an online broadcast medium and has found it to be much more
cost effective than a cable channel.

Barrett Fox [http://www.barrettfox.com] is an animator who has worked on video games. He
is currently involved with the Brainstormer Project, an educational tool built on an existing
video game engines. [http://www.barrettfox.com/Brainstormer Project.pdf]. The application
allows users to create characters with auras that allow for idea sharing. The project can be
used for collaboration, Distance Education and Distance Production. For more information,
contact fox@barrettfox.com
Fox mentioned an event for those interested in serious game development called The Serious
Games Summit [http://www.senrousgamessummit.com/home.html]. The Summit will be
held in Washington, DC October 31-November 1, 2005. The Serious Games Summit is a
unique, two-day event that provides:

a Developer training and education specific to serious game creation
0 40+ dynamic sessions, lectures and roundtables discussions
a Showcase of next-generation serious games efforts

It will explore and demonstrate how games are being used in all industries - education,
government, healthcare, military, corporate, first responders, science.



Brainstormers Think Tank Project
Barrett Fox
http://www.barrettfox.com/BrainstormerProject.p df
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First Regional Community Network -

OneCleveland
Steven Brand, OneCleveland
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OneCleveland
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Killer App??? Killer App
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The Community
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A Regional Commnunity Network Approach

a Make fiber connection affordable
e Seed imagination
e Connect for-profit to non-profit
e Convene and cross fertilize
*Stand back or hold hands
*Establish a sandbox for national
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* Stay lean and outsource
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OneCleveland
Steven Brand, OneCleveland

Education Content Providers Choices for Engagement
* deasteearr
aCleveland Art Museum
*Cleveland Institute of Music ____________

Cleveland Orchestra T1. Cabile or OSL

"* Cuaehoga County Library System"* National Inventors Halt olf Fame
"* Great Lakes Science Center
"* Western Reserve Historical Society
"* Case Math and Science Education
"* NASA
"* Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
"* Natural History Museum 4"* Etc. k t 
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Impact of Bandwidth
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The Cleveland Clinic Foundation c r
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First Regional Commnunity Network -

OneCleveland

Steven Brand, OneCleveland
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-Thin Clients
-Dig#Wa Asset Management System

-Low cost maintenance
-Community Resource Portal
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-Schools I
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*Orgital Assets for Education

:Downloading IBooks and Vt~deo
*Airport - Tourism
Senior Centers
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Big Pipes, Emptying Pipes
Tim Lance, NYSERNet

7 NYSERNet is... NYSERNet is not...
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Big Pipes, Emptying Pipes
Tim Lance, NYSERNet
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Big Pipes, Emptying Pipes
Tim Lance, NYSERNet
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Broadband Content: Arts and Technology
Mike Moore, Virginia Tech
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Broadband Content: Arts and Technology
Mike Moore, Virginia Tech
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Research, Development and Rapid Prototyping
TATRC
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Research, Development and Rapid Prototyping
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Medical Informatics, Telemedicine, and Advanced Technology Research
Gary Gilbert, TATRC
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A Few of My Favorite Gadgets
Susan Estrada, FirstMile.US

Why devices?

New devices will make broadband

A Few of My Favorite - More compelling for many
-. get_,s - Finally useful for others

- Affordable for countless

Susan Estrada, President - Easy for the keyboard-challenged

susancfirstmile-us - And the list goes on....

That's Entertainment

Playstation Portable
Location free "rv

E-medicine - seniors health Live and Let Live
and well-being at home

-As the 77 million baby boomers age, there A patient in Houston can be whisked to a Level 1 trauma centerinside 15 minutes; in Southwest Texas's Webb county, the tipsimply won't be enough medical professionals, might take two hours. This so frustrated Texas trauma surgeonsimply wonrt behe noughs mdi cl profeerssonals, James H- 'Red' Duke that he developed a digital ambulance thatmoney or health services to provide personal lets doctors orchestrate treatment from the hospital- The Disaster
care for every condition. Imagine... Relief and Emergency Medical Services Interact ambulance

transmits and receives vitals and video by switching among cellular.
- A wristwatch that can help find a wandering satellite and 802.11 networks. Vibrations, comers and overpasses

Alzheimer's patient cause most antennas to drop their connection, but this one keeps a
tight lock even on twisty roads. Should a connection failure occur,

- Smart Band-Aids that check your temperature and error-correcting software in a pair of $73,000 modems reconstructs
heartbeat the missing bits. The system transmits patient information to the

hospital, where ER docs see and hear everything through
-- Sensors in bedsheets that monitor sleep apnea and videoconferencing equipment and issue instructions to en route

snoring EMTs-"
- RFID tags in pajamas

r e F X2 C
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A Few of My Favorite Gadgets
Susan Estrada, FirstMile.US

The Conclusion

- Our future will be filled with easy-to-use,
specialized contraptions that will drive big
broadband everywhere.
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VWi-Fi Arrives

Gadgets,Gizmos and

"* Everyone becomes a Broadcaster! The Next Big Thing
Dewayne Hendricks

Dandin Group

Mesh Networking Opening Questions

a How many of you:

"* Alternative to 'star' architectures (Point to * Own an HDTV?
Multipoint) * Use Skype?

"* Example of peer to peer architecture * Are active bloggers?
* Ad-hoc networking "* Using an MP3 Player for Podcasting?
"* More advanced use in Europe due to

different regulatory framework * Own an XBox or Playstation 2?
* Heard the term 'Darknet'?

Meshcube New Devices - New
Rules

meshcube availablte nowl

- oto= •sowd deaftI " o m eeow n The Tools Make the Rules
D,e, to the IN* ~W W "@ m~ 'en reWrft fl4@lor "1 mp ti-iee we I- ,e dded to allmw ordwng

Eprerid ow - bto at * 'Code is Law' Larry LessigEMedelly for - We.me• off Im ft%*Ib U a Oft %#40~ ýv 6111 kW 111140te1. A
0er e The rise of End-to-End or Peer to Peer

For M-te ho -Me ft ft6 rrNhhg fVe tw er br A .W -erdd W.'e be orderd reedify
cc.04Ae-Ior, 4f 0; 11 MlY " UR,

Al p.•tA.,e a l.rcd &.4.,, for tr. •rW .aV•p •-. be.. .1 11ef o eirn t- To ord., 0 Smart Radios
rrdy 411 - the POE-fo-r eIn .d It b..d (ce f- . O") to 4G Syeta GorMI.

* Cognitive Radios



The Internet Sony PSP

"* Ten years now since the start of the e 4.3 in 16:9 480x272 screen

commercial Internet (May, 1995) * USB, Memory Stick, Wi-Fi, UMD

"* 'Same day service in a nanosecond world' e Game Platform;Adjunct to Sony PS3

"* The 'pioneers' get the arrows e Video, Music, Pictures

The Darknet Sony PSP

"* Under the radar of most folks

"* Consider it to be a collection of private
address spaces (no Google here!)

"* Accounts for between 60-80% of the total
traffic of the global Internet (CacheLogic)

"* Becoming more then just a medium to
practice piracy

New Content - New
Rules

"* Podcasting

"* Vidcasting



Daily Source Code

Democracy Now
www.democracynow.org • http://www.dailysourcecode.com/

WGBH Morning Stories

Star Trek - New Voyages
- http://www.wgbh.org/morningstories

Rocketboom
www.rocketboom.com



Second Life Star Trek - Hidden
Frontier

"* http://secondlife.com/ e http://www.hiddenfrontier.org/

Dr.Who Star Wreck

"* http://www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho/ e http://www.starwreck.com/

Star Wars - Revelations

e http://www.panicstruckpro.com/revelations/


